
 

The Corporate Olympics 

 
Extremely fun and high energy but safe for all ages and abilities; Olympics is the 

perfect opportunity to get your team interacting and bonding. 

 
Teams compete in an inclusive series of games in a round-robin format, with results 

progressively posted to the record board. As the day concludes, our Head Referee 

will check the record board, announce the winning team, and make the awards 

presentation. “We are the Champions” thunders out as the medals are awarded. It’s a 

tired but happy group that makes its way from the field of play. 



The Amazing Race 

If your team don't mind getting a little dirty, a little sweaty and love the 

adrenalin rush of competing in a adventure race against their colleagues (or 

another company) then this is the team building option for you! 

The title really says what its all about - a race full of adventure: riding mountain 

bikes down hill, hiking through bush, canoeing stretches of water, battling the 

waves on a kayak, holding on tight in a 4 wheel drive and more if you can handle 

it… 

This program is also perfect for "before event training" to promote a healthy 

lifestyle within your business and help build the team whilst training for a 

common goal. 
 

 

 



The Big Picture 
 

 

 

 
 

It's a stroke of genius - you just need to see The Big Picture. The greatest teams are 

those that come together through the sharing of common 

goals to create a masterpiece. In The Big Picture, teamwork lays the foundation 

for the creation of a collective work of art. 

For this exercise, delegates are initially divided into small groups, each 

responsible for painting a small segment of The Big Picture. Having no idea 

what the final image will be, teams must work together to ensure that lines 

meet and colors match. 



TEAM BUILDING ACTIVITIES 

Our methodology is to create activities that are innovative, out of the box and 

infused with our brand of fun and creativity. Every team building program is 

customized specifically to meet your objective. Our program offers a distinctive 

blend of stimulation and active reviewing. Our aim is to foster shifts in thinking 

and reveal perspective and challenge blind spots in order to support the creation 

of new possibilities. 

 

 

 



ROPE ACTIVITIES 
 
 

➢ Leap of faith 

➢ Target jump 

➢ Tarzan swing 

➢ Low Rope Activities 

➢ Zip liners 

➢ Burma Bridge 

➢ River crossing 

➢ High Rope activities 



Reverse Bungee 

The reverse bungee or the eliminator run is a Parakram twist to the incredible 

Bungee Run. The game requires to players strapped with each other by harness 

and bungee cord battling it out on both strength and agility. The aim is to run in 

opposite directions and collect tags from the end of the inflatable. This is a 32 ft. 

long inflatable. 



Body Zorb 

They are smaller version of a zorbing ball; each person gets into their individual 

Zorb and can have a fun elimination game. 

 

 



Bubble Football 
 

Love football? Try Bubble Football. This new brand of the beautiful game brings a 

whole new meaning to ball control because players compete inside giant BUBBLES. 

The game sees 8-10 players encased in a zorb-like inflatable bubbles and then 

encouraged to bounce into each other as they fight for possession of the ball 



Eliminator 

One of the biggest game, 8 people would have to stand on an inflatable and jump 

and when the pole comes charging towards you. The person that falls out is 

eliminated from the game. That last person standing wins the game. The speed 

of the rotating bar would also change as the game progresses. 

 

 

 



Human Foosball 
Whose team can make the most goals? Human Foosball is the life-size version of the 

popular table game played worldwide.  Human  Foosball  is  the  craziest  team- 

building game to get your crowd working  together.  12-14 players  enter our 40 foot 

long by 25 foot wide inflatable Foosball arena and become the participants in this fast-

paced game. Players are harnessed into place so  they  can  only  move  side  to side, 

just like the table version. Playing as a team is essential for success. 



Bungee Run 
This is a 23 ft inflatable with the objective to collect as many flags as possible. 2 

participants have to run and get their target in 3 chances. Fun is that you would 

be attached to an elastic rope that would pull you back as soon as you reach the 

flag. 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lazer Maze 

Try crossing the lazer beams without touching them, 

alarm goes off once touched. The person that crosses 

the maze quickest wins. Fun yet challenging. 

 



Archery 
 

This activity will test your 

concentration and also you’re 

aiming skills. We use the modern 

Bows and fiber arrows that have to 

hit the bull’s eye. 

 

 
 

 

 

Rifle Shooting 

Everyone must have seen this game a lot 

of times not many have actually tried 

their hands on one of the rifles. Increases 

patience and enhances stability and 

accuracy. 

 

 



Water Based Game 
Water Roller 

 

 

This is a 10 ft. roller; 3-4 people can get 

into one and have to roll from one side 

of the pool/water body to the other. 

Requires team work and also is good 

fun when you get a good strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aqua Zorb 
 

 

 

This is an individual sport; just have to 

relax in one of the zorbs that 

would float in the water. Roll yourself 

and get to the finishing line. 



Water Based Game 

Water Scooter 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aqua Handball 



Virtual Gaming 

You don’t have a licence to drive rash, here you go, do what you like with the car 

simulator.



 


